Step 1

Thread Inner Holes

Moving counter-clockwise,
thread TGD using short holes.
Thread TL, TGD using short
holes, TL, TGD using short
holes. Arrange beads flat
on bead mat so they form a
tight “L” shape.

Step 2

Start
Here

Thread Upper Holes

Thread 3 TL. Thread half of TGD
using upper/long holes. Pull
thread through one link of 18”
length of chain. Continue
through other half of TGD.
Thread TL. Thread TGD using
outer/longer holes.

Thread One Link
of Chain Here

18” Chain
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Step 3

Thread Lower Holes

Thread TL, TGD using
lower/long holes. Thread 3 TL,
beading over the existing TL
beads, so they lay on top of
eachother.

Step 4

Step 5

Thread Remaining Beads & Add Chain to Finish
Moving in a counter-clockwise motion, thread TGD using inner/short holes.
Thread vacant hole of TL, thread TGD using inner/short holes. Thread vacant
holes of 3TL, proceeding under other beads.
Thread TGD using lower/long holes. Thread TL using vacant hole, TGD using
outer/long holes. Thread TL using vacant hole, thread half of TGD using
upper/long holes. Between the 2 TG beads, pull thread through one link of 18”
chain, at the other end. Continue through other TG, using long hole. After
emerging from TGD, tie half hitch knot, pull knot inside adjacent TL, so it’s hidden.
Cut excess thread. Tie half hitch knot to tail of thread, pull knot inside TL. Cut
excess thread.

18” Chain

Reverse Thread’s Direction
Rethread 1/2 of TGD, emerging
between the 2 beads. Pull
thread to tighten, reverse
thread’s direction, thread long
hole of same TG.
Thread vacant holes of 3 TL.
Thread TGD using short/upper
holes. Thread vacant hole of TL.

TG

Thread One Link
of Chain Here

For Earring (alternate)

Add .5”chain to TGD

To create a vertical earring pendant,
only .5” of chain is needed. Between
the outer/longer holes of TGD on either
side of Infinity shape, pull thread through
one link of .5” of chain. Attach jump ring
to chain, and close around ear wire to
create earring pendant.

